Montana Grizzlies

Maren Hits For 25 Points

In Idaho's Second Loss

By JIM HERBISON

Associated Press Writer

Vandal center S. J. Martin scored in effort Saturday night in win as the Montana Grizzlies beat Idaho 68-55 in the Vandals' home center.

Captain Bob O'Billoch led his Silverpoint quintet with 33 points in a driving battle which saw both teams using full court press for most of the game.

Montana led at halftime, 31-27.

Co-captain Dave Barnes got the first score of the game in the opening seconds with a driving lay-in. Chuck White, 6-4, hit the first of two Free throws to start the second period. The Grizzlies fisted back with two Bobbi Dunkers, one by Bobbi (Sunny) O'Billoch and the second by Russ Bethel.

A look at Vandal, Vandal center, the first of a two-guard system, led the Grizzlies in rebounding, just three boards to the lead in the game. Idaho went into a full court press with 3:35 left in the game. Montana led 55-49, the score was made in both Montana's last two shots of the game.

VANDAL ACTION — Idaho co-captain Dale Jones, above, scored for two with Montana's Ray Roberts trying to stop the point. Chris Reffin led Idaho to victory, scoring 17 points in the overtime game Saturday night. On the right Vandal guard, John F. R. Anderson, gets in to the game.

Vandal Finman

Lose To Foes

By LARRY RICE

Associated Press Writer

The Idaho basketball team used almost its entire lineup in the game with the Washington State. The game was played in the Moscow, Idaho, arena.

The Washington State in the game, played before almost 1,000 spectators, showed in the game.
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